
Exclusive parasols
for the food service industry and hotels

Season
     all year long
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Spending time with friends and family, in the garden, eating and 
celebrating are often the best moments. As early as spring, when 
the first warm rays of sunshine lure us outside, we want to enjoy 
additional comfort. Sophisticated trend products in the field of 
sun and weather protection are indispensable for leisure outdoors. 
They make it possible to create new favourite places and make 
outdoor living a year-round pleasure.

For these moments, the high-grade parasols and sun sails from 
CARAVITA ensure comfortable and cooling shading, as well as 
necessary protection against UV radiation. Thanks to comfortable 
extras such as LED and radiant heaters, you can create a cosy 
atmosphere and unforgettable evenings.

We are proud to have our solutions accompany you through life's 
best moments. Our products are based on many years of experi-
ence, precise craftsmanship and passion. We manufacture your 
CARAVITA parasol according to your ideas and requirements.

In the hotel industry, food service industry, nursery schools and 
swimming pools, or in your private garden. CARAVITA stands for 
robust, customised sun shading solutions that are appreciated by 
customers worldwide. 

Experience the exclusive CARAVITA atmosphere and enjoy 
the 5-year warranty!

CARAVITA –  
The summer manufacturer

Your CARAVITA parasol is far more than just a cosy way to provide shade for your guests. 
Benefit from:

 ✓ Outdoor dining even on rainy days

 ✓ Extended outdoor dining season with an integrated electric radiant heater  
and LED lighting

 ✓ Advertising space with parasol print

 ✓ Additional seating with Multicube parasol bases

 ✓ Eye-catcher thanks to freely selectable shape and colour design

 ✓ Protection against harmful UV rays

Your new parasol pays for itself in no time with these benefits.

More than just a sun shading system

*5 years in accordance with our warranty conditions which can be found at  
  www.caravita.eu/warranty

YEARS
WARRANTY

 ✓

 ✓  
 

 ✓

 ✓

 ✓

 ✓
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The choice is yours: size, pole colour, fabric design. Each  
parasol is then individually manufactured according to  
the requirements of our customers. With over 25 years  
of experience, a lot of passion, and high-grade materials,  
your unique shading system is created – a parasol unlike  
like any other and a real eye-catcher.

Handmade for you

CARAVITA parasols are made of high-grade aluminium. 
Reinforced struts, a solid hub and a mast with up to 120 mm 
diameter and 5 mm wall thickness offer not only more than 
most parasols on the market, but also guarantee extreme wind 
stability and durability. We also guarantee this with our 5-year 
warranty*.

The material makes all the difference

CARAVITA – A parasol unlike any other
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A proven all-rounder in professional quality

The Big Ben large parasol is an eye-catcher on every patio. With 
its majestic and elegant look, it sends a clear signal even from 
afar: a comfortable, sheltered seat awaits you. With its many extra 
features, high wind stability and a span of up to 7 m, it has been 
specially developed to meet the high requirements of the food 
service and hospitality industries.

BIG BEN

 – Professional large parasol spanning up to 7 m

 – Closes over tables and patio furniture thanks to 
telescopic system

 – Available in over 200 frame colours and over 150 
fabric designs.

 – Impressive wind stability due to solid 84 mm mast 
and reinforced power struts

 – Many extras for improved comfort: motor drive, 
radiant heater, LED strut lights and more

Your benefits

Shapes

Max. size 6 x 6 m 5 x 7 m Ø 7 m

Max. shading 36 m2 35 m2 38 m2

Learn more at caravita.eu/bigben
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High-end parasol made to measure

The Freestyle variant of the Big Ben can be used wherever standard 
sizes will not do. The professional restaurant parasol is individually 
produced according to customer requirements. Shape and size can 
be freely chosen. With a side length up to 7 m and a surface of up 
to 36 m², Big Ben Freestyle guarantees not only efficient sun shad-
ing and weather protection from every angle, but also provides a 
real design highlight with its unusual shape.

 – Large parasol with individual shape and size

 – Closes over tables and patio furniture thanks to 
telescopic system

 – Extreme wind stability thanks to solid mast and hub 
made of high-grade aluminium

 – Many extras: radiant heater, LED strut lights and more

Your benefits

BIG BEN FREESTYLE

Learn more at caravita.eu/freestyle
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Robust restaurant parasol

The Centro central pole parasol is a solid sun shading product
for parasols with spans of up to 5 m. Thanks to the wide range  
of colours available and its clever telescopic system, Centro is  
ideal for use in beer gardens and patios in the food service  
industry and hotels.

CENTRO

 – Closes over tables and patio furniture thanks  
to sophisticated telescopic system

 – Available in over 200 frame colours and  
over 150 fabric designs 

 – Smooth opening by crank

 – Robust thanks to a strong 70 mm pole diameter 
and struts made of high-grade aluminium

 – Individual design using printed advertising

Your benefits

Learn more at caravita.eu/centro

Shapes

Max. size 5 x 5 m

Max. shading 25 m2
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Style and function, perfectly combined

The Gabione Multicube is made up of robust steel cages with 
weatherproof high-pressure laminate and is the ideal replacement 
for conventional parasol bases with flagstones. The mobile  
Multicube offers space for additional guests and ensures flexibility 
when arranging your outdoor area – without having to install 
ground sleeves thanks to the lifting device.

 – Mobile thanks to lifting device for pallet truck 

 – Individual size, colour and filling can be selected

 – Ideal for advertising

 – Easy to retrofit 

Your benefits

MULTICUBE

warm beige soft stone storm grey

Outdoor cushion colour variants (optional extras)

HPL Seat colour variants Models (seat heights)
50 cm
80 cm

Learn more at caravita.eu/multicube

anthraciteOak decor film
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Inspiration

Hotel Alpenhof, Oberstdorf

Three majestic Big Ben Freestyles with the individual shape of the canopy are 
the perfect addition to the environment and hotel facade, and provide a unique 
ambiance on the hotel patio of this highly popular Best Western. Specialists 
from CARAVITA worked closely with the local specialist partner and the hotelier 
to come up with a solution. Ever since, the sturdy shading system has provided 
a cosy atmosphere for guests during breakfast, lunch and at evening events.

Your Big Ben Freestyle is custom-made to your site  
requirements. 

Photographer: Tim Glöckler
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Das KEHRS, Erfurt

The hotel on the Petersberg in Erfurt unites a modern, 
cosy ambient with an attractive position and gourmet 
restaurant. The unique view down over the city can be 
enjoyed in all its beauty, especially from the hotel patios. 
In order to make the patios as comfortable as possible  
for guests, the Kehr family have installed high-grade 
parasols to provide a pleasant backdrop for good vibes.

The PEBERG restaurant on the ground floor of the hotel 
also runs a bar on the roof terrace. The indoor and  
outdoor restaurant areas have space for 80 guests each.
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CARAVITA Designer

The AR App for visualisation

The CARAVITA Designer is your configurator for the vir-
tual planning of your parasol. Through the Augmented 
Reality app, BIG BEN and Co can be easily configured, 
and your personal location of use can be visualised. 

The free app is quick and easy to install, and lets you 
experience live how your parasol will look on patios, 
balconies, or in the garden. You can set the size, select 
a suitable parasol fabric and configure frame colour, 
motorisation and other extras.

With the CARAVITA Designer, our parasols can be ex-
perienced in your own home as smart app applications 
using Augmented Reality.

It couldn't be easier!

1. Download the "CARAVITA AR Designer“ app for free 
from the App Store (iOS). A tablet is best suited for 
visualisation, but is also possible using a smart-
phone.

2. Open the app, select a parasol model and scan the 
ground.

3. Configuration of size, colour, fabric and many extras.

4. Save the configuration as a PDF and obtain a 
non-binding price estimate from a local CARAVITA 
specialist partner.

PDF

You can find more information about the app here: caravita.eu/designer
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WAREMA patio awning

WAREMA slat roof WAREMA pergola awning

Learn more at www.warema.com

WAREMA Outdoor Living
Solutions for every field of application
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